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Our world is witnessing a time of record 
migration and displacement. According to the 
United Nations High Commission for Refugees, 
there are now more than 60 million forcibly 
displaced people worldwide, the result of 
persecution, conflict, violence or human 
rights violations. Cities are on the front lines 
of this global crisis. As the number of urban 
displaced persons grows, so does the moral 
imperative to welcome and embrace them.

Sanctuary: Design for Belonging presents 
design ideas from Displaced: Design for 
Inclusive Cities, a competition seeking 
game-changing design solutions addressing 
the global refugee and immigrant crisis 
in an urban context. Proposals to create 
opportunity and enhance a sense of belonging 
are grouped into five functional themes that 
emerged from the competition entries: Social 
innovation, Shelter, Resource Hubs, Gathering 
Spaces and Storytelling. To encourage deeper 
understanding of the lives of immigrants and 
refugees in Puget Sound, the exhibit also 
includes examples of local organizations, 
resources, communities, solutions, and design 
imaginations that provide sanctuary.



Bring Sanctuary: Design for Belonging  
to your community.

This exhibit offers an opportunity to bring design solutions 
and other information to new audiences across the United 
States. People who are unfamiliar with the refugee crisis 
can learn about how it is affecting their own communities 
and build empathy as they learn about the challenges 
facing refugees and immigrants. The exhibition presents 
sobering statistics, personal stories, and design solutions, 
challenging its audience to face the enormity of a global, 
national, and local issue while providing context and calls 
to action.

Hosting the exhibition in cities and towns throughout the 
country provides an opportunity for continued dialogue 
between designers and refugee / immigrant communities, 
elected officials, and the public. All of us have a stake in 
better understanding the links between public policy, 
design advocacy, and community vitality for refugees  
and immigrants.

NOTE 
Because the exhibition currently has a large portion of 
statistics and information specific to Washington state, 
it would be necessary for venues to incorporate localized 
information on templates we provide if your organization 
is located outside of Washington.



Center for Architecture & Design Exhibition Layout

Some components of the exhibit contain 
content specific to Washington State.  
These components are customizable to  
your geographic region with the use of  
design templates provided.

Map Installation
A world map designed to illustrate the over 60 
million people currently displaced worldwide.

Take Action 
Signage featuring local organizations working 
with immigrants and refugees, a handout of 
local resources and a takeaway poster artwork. 

Focal Points
Five thematic Focal Points are available: 
Resource Hubs, Social Innovation, Shelter, 
Gathering Spaces, and Storytelling. They feature 
design solutions submitted to the Displaced: 
Design for Inclusive Cities Competition. 
 
Local Context
Definitions and regional statistics.

Local History
Historical overview of various ethnic groups 
who have moved to the region. 

Poster Mural
Poster artworks by 27 artists curated  
by Cleo Barnett. 
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Focal Point Feature | Displaced Competition 

1ST PRIZE
Comparte/lo Simple  
Juan Manuel Garcia Alvarez 
& Mariana Santibañez 
MEXICO CITY

2ND PRIZE
Seattle Resource Hubs 
| Connect + Access 
Sundberg Kennedy Ly-Au 
Young Architects
SEATTLE

HONORABLE MENTION
Displaced Handbook 
Clemente Miller, Wendy 
Greenberg, Daniel Lee & 
Ricki Xie (This Place) in 
partnership with World 
Relief
SEATTLE

THIRD PRIZE
Cuiseen 
Benjamin Ku
SEATTLE

SUBMISSION
Overnight Canvas
Xiaojing Tian, Chuyi Song, 
Hao Tu, Ho Nam Kelvin Ip 
& Aishwarya Sharma
SYDNEY

STUDENT WINNER
Rose Triangle 
Commons 
Juliana Hom & Mo Li
SEATTLE

SUBMISSION
ReWA Community 
Center 
Forrest Murphy, Matt 
Hutchins, Sofia Soto, Sarah 
Hill & Adam Clements
SEATTLE

SUBMISSION
Illu Bandi
Erica Orfanos, Thomas 
Huntingford & Brigit 
Skilbeck
MELBOURNE

SUBMISSION
Bayti – Temporary 
Housing for 
Refugees 
Elise Lécuyer
PARIS

SUBMISSION
Ho Chi Minh Village 
Janice Wang &  
Megan Herzog
SEATTLE

SUBMISSION
Friends Near  
and Far
Rachel Lee, Nate Imai  
& Matthew Conway
SEATTLE

Design in Public and AIA Seattle hosted Displaced: 
Design for Inclusive Cities, an international design 
ideas competition calling upon designers of all 
disciplines to apply the power of design thinking to the 
urgent need to welcome, support and empower urban 
immigrants and refugees. 

From 40 international submittals, a distinguished 
jury of civic and community leaders, architects and 
designers, chose 5 final award winners, with a diversity 
of ideas for improving the immigrant and refugee 
experience. The jury especially appreciated common 
themes of humanity centered design that allowed for 

self-agency and creating experiences, and projects that 
focus on a journey versus a product. 

Competition winners in addition to selected 
submissions are featured in Sanctuary.

SUBMISSION
Nest
Irene Song, Duy Vo, 
Heather Redrow, Ashley 
Vanbrunt & Daniel Jeon
SEATTLE
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Focal Point Structure

Resource Hubs Focal Point. Templates provided to customize components 3 and 4 to geographically relevant information.

KEY
Displaced Design Competition Winner or Submission
Poster Artwork (with documentation of the poster used in the world)
Local Context (related to Focal Point theme)
Local Interview/Portrait
Video/s (corresponding to Competition, Local Context, or Poster Artwork)
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Local History | Poster Mural | Take Action

Local History  Historical overview of various ethnic groups who have moved to the 
region. Customizable to your region. 

Poster Mural  Poster artworks by 27 artists curated by Cleo Barnett. Available to scale to 
any size. Individual posters files provided. 

Take Action: Local Organizations  Signage featuring local organizations working 
with immigrants and refugees.

Take Action: Poster Commission  Together We Are Home  artwork by Rachelle Duazo 
commissioned for Sanctuary: Design for Belonging. Include as a free takeaway for visitors.



Design in Public celebrates all the ways that design makes life better for Seattle. We 
nurture relationships among designers, citizens, city leaders, and future-thinking 
business innovators. We catalyze change by supporting imagination, vision and 
participation in the creation of the place we all want to live. Design in Public is a 
strategic initiative of AIA Seattle, a chapter of the American Institute of Architects. 
Design in Public was founded in 2011 to help Seattle appreciate the role and impact 
of design on urban life. designinpublic.org

AIA Seattle provides the architecture community with resources and relationships 
to make a difference through design. We open doors, provide connections, keep 
our members and the public informed, and demonstrate our commitment to great 
design as the key ingredient for livable, sustainable places. aiaseattle.org 
 

Contact
Megan Harmon, Gallery Manager 
AIA Seattle, meganh@aiaseattle.org

Availability
Beginning March 2019

Size/square footage requirements
Roughly 300 linear feet. All files can be rezised to fit other venues.

Overall requrements
Electrical for videos and lighting 
Videos available (up to 5)
Comparte/lo Simple (1:30 min); Cuiseen (1:26); Handbook (1:30);  
Project Feast (3:00 min); We the Future — Leah (2:02)

Rental fee 
$2,000

Not included 
Comparte/lo Simple 3D model
Human Flow trailer and Ai Weiwei interview  
For access to Human Flow, contact Roco Films (Dana Clark, 
dana@rocofilms.com).

Photography
Trevor Dykstra

Thanks to our sponsors

Exhibition Details


